MotoChello
iPhone® Interface Adapter

for the MC-100 Audio System

The MotoChello iPhone® Interface Adapter for the
MC‐100 audio systems lets you directly access your
voice activated phone without the need for a GPS
unit to interface them.
There are two cables protruding from the device (A).
The single cable (B) has a connector to plug into to
your phone’s audio jack. The other cable has dual
ends labeled “FRS IF” (D) and “AUX 1” (C). The button
device (A) can placed at a convenient spot of your
choosing. A “Y‐cable” is also supplied with the device

Installing the iPhone® adapter
If you are using a two‐way radio
1. Plug the AUX‐1 jack on the iPhone® interface adapter cable (C) into the AUX‐1 input on the MC‐
100 audio unit
2. Unplug the radio from the FRS input on the MC‐100 audio unit
3. Using the “Y” cable supplied with the iPhone® adapter, plug the single end of the Y‐cable (E) into
the FRS input on the MC‐100 audio unit
4. Plug the two‐way radio jack into one of the female connectors (F or G) on the Y‐cable
5. Plug the cable jack labeled “FRS‐IF” on the iPhone® adapter (D) into the remaining female
connector on the Y‐cable
6. Plug the single cable from the iPhone® adapter (B) into your phone’s audio jack
7. Remove the red tape from the back of the interface device (A) and stick it to a clean surface

If you are not using a two‐way radio
1. Plug the AUX1 connector jack on the iPhone® interface adapter cable (C) into the AUX1 input on
the MC‐100 audio unit
2. Plug the single end of the Y‐cable (E) into the FRS input on the MC‐100 audio unit
3. Plug the cable jack labeled “FRS‐IF” on the iPhone® interface adapter (D) into one of the female
connector on the Y‐cable
4. Plug the single cable from the iPhone® adapter (B) into your phone’s audio jack
5. Remove the red tape from the back of the interface device (A) and stick it to a clean surface

Operating the iPhone® interface
1. To use the iPhone® interface, you must turn on the two‐way radio on the MC‐100 system using
the lower left button on the sources screen to enable the voice input to the phone.
2. You may listen to music from your phone and use the iPhone® interface adapter button to
change songs.
1. Tap the red button (A) once to toggle between play/pause
2. Quickly tap the button twice to advance to the next song
3. Tap the button 3 times (quickly) to go back to the previous song
3. To use voice commands, press and hold the red button (as you would press the button on your
phone) until voice control or Siri® responds, then speak to your phone as you would normally.

To answer an incoming call
1. Press the Mute button on the MC‐100 Main/Volume screen for approximately 2 seconds
to enter the phone mode on the MC‐100 system. (The icon will change from a speaker to
a phone when in phone mode)
2. Tap the red button on the iPhone® interface to answer the call

When the call is finished
1. To end the call, press the red button (A) on the iPhone® interface adapter
2. Press the “mute” button or speaker icon to return the system to its previous state
3. If the other party disconnects the call, your phone should return to its previous state
automatically. Simply press the phone icon on the MC‐100 display (or the speaker/mute
button) to exit the phone mode and return the system to its previous state.
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